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Abstract
Fetal Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) shows promising results for pre-natal diagnostics. The detection of potentially life-
threatening abnormalities in the fetus can be difficult with ultrasound alone. MRI is one of the few safe alternative imaging
modalities in pregnancy. However, to date it has been limited by unpredictable fetal and maternal motion during acquisition.
Motion between the acquisitions of individual slices of a 3D volume results in spatial inconsistencies that can be resolved by
slice-to-volume reconstruction (SVR) methods to provide high quality 3D image data. Existing algorithms to solve this problem
have evolved from very slow implementations targeting a single organ to general high-performance solutions to reconstruct the
whole uterus. In this paper we give a brief overview over the current state-of-the art in fetal motion compensation methods and
show currently emerging clinical applications of these techniques.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]: Applications— I.4.3 [Image Processing
And Computer Vision]: Enhancement—Registration

1. Introduction

Evaluation of fetal organs and the placenta is an important diagnos-
tic tool during prenatal screening and is considered to be an indica-
tor for fetal health after birth. Fetal Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) allows to acquire high resolution slices from the fetus at a
large field of view and with good tissue contrast [Lev04]. How-
ever, the fetus is not sedated during these scans and may move
freely inside the uterus. Because of a scan time of up to 500 ms per
slice, motion artefacts are likely to corrupt volumetric scans. There-
fore, several (usually 3–12) orthogonal and oblique stacks of slices
are acquired and reconstructed using approaches based on slice-to-
volume registration (SVR) to obtain an artefact free, high resolution
volume of a fetal target region [KMQR∗12, KSW∗15, RGI∗06].
This process is often applied only to small regions and organs
with rigid body characteristic such as the fetal brain. Usually, these
areas have to be identified by manual labour intensive segmen-
tation methods. Such approaches cannot be applied to the whole
fetal body and uterus because of the assumption of rigid motion
in the 2D to 3D registration step of SVR methods. Different ar-
eas in each slice that are likely to move in different directions will
break this assumption. Because an extension of 2D-3D registration
to non-rigid deformations is not well-constrained, current SVR ap-
proaches will fail for non-rigid deformations and unpredictable or-
gan shapes. Patch-to-Volume registration (PVR) uses flexible sub-
division of the input space into overlapping and partly rigid im-
age patches [KAM∗15]. This way the motion compensation and
manual segmentation problem for large field of views in stacks of
2D slices is partly solved. PVR relies on the fact that certain sub-
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Figure 1: Multi-planar reconstruction of a multi-slice single-shot
fast spin echo (ssFSE) MRI stack in a normal fetus (a). The re-
constructed planes orthogonal to the acquisition plane show the ex-
tent of fetal movement between slices. Following the application of
PVR to multiple overlapping stacks of 2D images, a fully naviga-
ble 3D volume of the fetal thorax shows clinically relevant cutting
planes (b), providing detailed views of the extracardiac vasculature.

regions of a scanned anatomy are almost rigid so that they can be re-
constructed using rigid assumptions for 2D/3D registration. Robust
statistics is used to identify mis-registered, redundant or heavily
corrupted data [KMQR∗12, RGI∗06]. Data consistency is reached
by oversampling a region of interest with different scan orienta-
tions. We increase the granularity of the input data by using 2D
data patches of arbitrary shape instead of whole slices for SVR re-
construction. That way, multiple, large motion corrupted field of
views can be reconstructed and regions with rigid motion can be
found automatically and patch sizes can be hierarchically increased
to achieve optimal contextual information for the required 2D/3D
registration. Acceleration using graphics processing units (GPUs)
is used to provide results within reasonable time.
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2. Current Use and Validation in the Clinical Practice

While GPU accelerated SVR has become a standard method for
the examination of the fetal brain [FMA∗14, SMM∗15], the clin-
ical application of PVR to other parts of the fetal body is cur-
rently under investigation. For example the antenatal diagnosis of
important vascular abnormalities allows for both better informed
parental counselling and the planned provision of potentially life-
saving care after birth. The fetal vasculature can however be dif-
ficult to visualise with ultrasound [Sim09] and the prenatal diag-
nosis of conditions such as coarctation of the aorta may be based
solely on subtle anatomical markers, which may be difficult to de-
tect before birth [JAS∗12]. PVR is currently applied to antenatally
acquired MRI data from fetuses with and without congenital heart
disease and validated using examination of standard planes with
ultrasound as shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). PVR makes it pos-
sible to generate highly detailed models of the fetal cardiac vas-
cularity, Figure 2(c). For educational purposes and for potential
planning of post-natal intervention we use photo-realistic volume
rendering [KPB12], Figure 2(d).
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Figure 2: Validiation of a motion compensated volume (a) with a
standard fetal “three vessel view” from ultrasound (b). P = pul-
monary artery, Ao = aorta, S = superior caval vein, t = trachea.
PVR allows to generate highly accurate 3D models (c) [LKvA∗16,
WVW∗05], which can be rendered photorealistically [KPB12] for
educational and intervention planning purpuses.

3. Future Directions

PVR enables reconstructing the clinically relevant parts of the fetus
and highly variable organs like for example the placenta. This organ
is one of the most complicated organs to examine because of its un-
predictable shape, orientation, and location. Usually the placenta is

only examined after birth, on a flat surface. The lack of comparable
pre-natal representations of the placenta’s structures makes a clin-
ical examination more difficult. To provide an intuitive pre-natal
view into this vital organ we are currently evaluating an extension
of our image processing pipelines based on a novel application of
shape abstraction. We propose to use a flexible cutting plane, which
is supported by a mean-curvature flow skeleton [TAOZ12] gener-
ated from the triangulated polygonal mesh of an automatic placenta
segmentation. This curved cutting plane can be textured using tech-
niques similar to Curved Planar Reformation [KFW∗02]. Figure 3
shows an overview of our current placenta segmentation and re-
construction framework for visualization. Personal communication
with our clinical partners revealed that such a representation is de-
sirable since it compares well to a flattened placenta after birth.
However, evaluation, verification and the definition of an examina-
tion standard are yet to be completed.
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Figure 3: An overview of our placenta visualization approach. A
native plane (a) cannot represent all structures of the placenta at
once. Therefore, we use our segmentation method (b), correct the
motion in this area using [KAM∗15], project the placenta mask into
the the resulting isotropy resolved volume (c), extract the mean cur-
vature flow skeleton [TAOZ12] (black lines in (d)), use the resulting
points to support a curved surface plane (e) and visualize this plane
with curved planar reformation [KFW∗02] (f). The plane in (f) cov-
ers only relevant areas, hence gray value mapping can be adjusted
automatically to emphasize placental structures.

4. Conclusions

Motion compensation techniques like GPU accelerated SVR and
PVR have revolutionised the examination of fetal MRI. Fully nav-
igable high resolution 3D volumes are essential for clinical diag-
nostics and advanced visualization. Currently, we validate the clin-
ical correctness of our methods by comparing it to standard views
from ultrasound imaging at a gestational age between 20 – 39
weeks. Fully automatic scan evaluation makes our methods highly
reproducible and reliable. The integration of advanced GPU pro-
gramming techniques allowed us to peruse computational avenues,
which would have been unthinkable a few years ago and to reach
close to real-time performance for many parts of our image process-
ing pipelines. Fetal MRI has reached the state, where novel repro-
ducible and verified visualization paradigms can have a significant
impact on efficient clinical examination and decision-making.
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